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Pull request: https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8514
Found in Releases: 3.0.0

Description
The #29024 introduced the instance title. It would be very helpful to have this information in the email notifications subject and body for people who maintain multiple Foreman instances. It may not be a bad idea to have also Foreman instance ID (UUID stored as another setting) in the footer of all email notifications too.

Associated revisions
Revision 5328bc82 - 05/20/2021 12:33 PM - Dominik Matoulek
Fixes #32139 - Inform about Foreman instance in emails (#8514)

There is a subject prefix in email settings that is used in subject in every email. It was only way to recognise a right foreman instance from many instances. This PR adds a header X-Foreman-ID that includes a instance_title from Settings, if it's set. Also, this PR adds a footer for every email where is information about instance_title and identifier (UUID) of Foreman instance.

History
#1 - 05/07/2021 10:49 AM - The Foreman Bot
- Assignee set to Dominik Matoulek
- Status changed from New to Ready For Testing
- Pull request https://github.com/theforeman/foreman/pull/8514 added

#2 - 05/20/2021 12:33 PM - The Foreman Bot
- Fixed in Releases 3.0.0 added

#3 - 05/20/2021 01:01 PM - Anonymous
- Status changed from Ready For Testing to Closed

Applied in changeset foreman/5328bc82115c667e60454bdd4d65f51b55362840.

#4 - 08/08/2021 12:13 PM - Tomer Brisker
- Category set to E-Mail